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Abstract

A method is proposed for on-board
evaluation of capability and safety of
flight trajectories of civil airliner,
generated to resolve conflicts. An onboard mathematical model of airplane is
used for flight simulation. Parallel
simulation of flights along various
trajectories is used due to necessity to
get results of trajectories evaluation
with rate faster than real time operation.
It is proposed to develop this technique
for implementation in integrated system
of trajectory safety on-board system to
provide
pilots
alerts
and
recommendations to prevent dangerous
evolution of flight.
1 Introduction
Today, aviation transport progress has the
following features. First, one can see the
permanent growth of air traffic. It results in
reduction of time and position intervals between
airliners, which in turn increases the risk of
collisions [1]. In the case of present day
avionics, on-ground navigation, air traffic
control equipment, and procedures it will result
in growth of aviation accidents with the same
rate or even larger, that is not acceptable for
society. To prevent the growth of aviation
accident rate it is necessary to improve

efficiency of air traffic planning and control and
accuracy of prescribe flight path following both
in time and positional aspects.
Second, it becomes obvious that traditional
organization of air traffic based on fixed air
routes should be modified in direction of more
flexible organization. According to these
concepts airplane is allowed to fly inside
prescribed 4D volume of ATM space (4D
contract,…). These concepts mean more
autonomy of airplane flight planning and
require many functions of air traffic control and
management to be implemented with on-board
equipment. In future, as a result of “Free Flight”
concept materialization on-board systems will
play predominant role in planning and control of
airplane flight and flight safety provision.
Third, due to harder requirements to flight
schedule the airplane should fly in wider range
of adverse atmosphere conditions. It requires
modernization or development appropriate
avionic systems.
Additionally, due to flight safety strongly
depends on aircrew actions it is very important
to provide crew with comprehensive data of
flight situation. This data should be full enough,
but not excessive to avoid overload of aircrew,
to provide fast and unambiguous understanding
of flight situation and to help taking effective
actions in proper time for preventing dangerous
events. Also, it is very important to predict
possible variants of flight situation evolution to
provide aircrew with relevant data in advance,
to draw attention on hazardous factors and, if
necessary, to correct aircrew actions. Special
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attention is to be drawn to three hazards:
weather, terrain and traffic, including wake
vortices.
2 Functions of flight situation monitoring and
airplane trajectory safety system
It was noted above that airplane trajectory safety
system includes tools to improve crew
awareness about terrain and obstacles along
flight path, atmospheric factors and traffic
hazards. Additionally, the system should include
intellectual
support
system,
generating
recommendations to avoid dangerous scenario
[2-9, 13]. The system should have the following
functions:
-

-

risk assessment of Controlled Flight Into
Terrain (CFIT) in the flight situation;
generation of trajectories to resolve terrain
and obstacles conflicts taking into account
airplane state and configuration;
sorting of these trajectories according to
chosen priority logic;
detection of possible traffic and weather
conflicts along these trajectories;
selection of the most acceptable trajectory to
recommend to crew.

To implement these functions the system should
have the following data:
-

4. If conflicts of various nature (terrain, traffic,
weather) are detected the system generates
set of trajectories to resolve these conflicts.
5. The system analyzes generated trajectories
to assess their capability, safety and
complexity. This includes steps:
a. Preliminary
analysis
basing
on
approximate evaluation of flight
parameters along trajectory [10, 11] to
determine the flight envelope (normal,
operating or limit – figure 2) the
trajectory belongs to. If the parameters
go out of the limit flight envelope the
trajectory is considered as impossible.
b. Possible trajectories are sorted according
to their priorities. Priority is defined by
the following aspects.
i. Flight envelope trajectory belongs to
(normal > operating > limit) and
proximity to limit;
ii. Safety (altitude above terrain, traffic
interval, severity of atmosphere);
iii. Complexity (number and intensity of
control action).

Because trajectory parameters evaluation (step
1) is rather approximate the trajectories with
maximal priority are analyzed in more detail
with on-board mathematical model (figure 3).
To get detailed data the airplane model flies
virtually along the analyzed trajectory.

position and speed of airplane from inertial
and satellite navigation systems;
3D map of terrain;
air traffic routes, SID and STAR schemes
and procedures from FMS;
data about other air vehicles position and
motion from ATM, TCAS, ADS-B;
atmospheric conditions from weather radar
(WR) and other meteo data sources.

Of course, airplane should have appropriate
communication tools to receive this data.
Airplane trajectory safety system (figure 1) is
proposed to accomplish the following actions.
1. Basing on position, speed, vectoring,
angular data of airplane it calculates
predictable trajectory of airplane taking into
account wind and atmospheric conditions;
2. The system calculates height of terrain
under the trajectory basing on digital 3D
map to detect terrain conflicts.
3. Also, the system detects conflicts with
traffic and atmospheric factors, basing on
appropriate data.

Figure 1. An integrated system of flight
situation monitoring and flight path safety
Duration of virtual flight can be long enough
(up to 300sec), but calculation should be
finished in 1-2 sec, i.e. calculation rate is faster
that real time operation. Due to this reason and
complexity of airplane model execution of
virtual
flight
requires
considerable
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computational resources. Virtual flights along
set of trajectories are possible only with use of
parallel calculation technology.

Figure 2 Flight envelopes of airplane
This paper describes generation and analysis of
trajectories and main attention is drawn to
methods of on-board mathematical model use
for detailed analysis of trajectories. According
to this technology we can get trajectory
parameters from virtual flight of mathematical
model along analyzed trajectory (see figure 4).
An approach for generation of trajectories to
avoid terrain and obstacles is proposed and
validated in [14].

Figure 3 General architecture of on-board
mathematical model of airplane
An airplane is considered as mass point and
smooth trajectories should be built from initial
point (airplane coordinates and velocity vector)
to points of STAR scheme avoiding prohibited
zones due to terrain.

Figure 4 Logic to analyse trajectory possibility
The trajectories generation is based on solution
of mathematical problem of shortest path
between graph knots. According to this
approach airplane trajectory is approximated as
set of graph lines between knots and the task is
to look for sets with minimal length.
To obtain such path, according to the developed
below algorithm, it is necessary to draw a
piecewise-linear boundary of terrain on a given
height and to construct a terrain avoiding path
properly. At first step, such path is built in the
flight plane (i.e., on the initial height of an
aircraft). Then terrain clearance height gets
increased by a preset increment and the next
path is constructed. This process terminates
when terrain clearance height exceeds terrain
height; in other words, the terrain can be
avoided by flying along the straight line from
the initial point to the end point.
The generation algorithm for terrain conflict
free paths includes the following steps.
Step 1. Drawing piecewise linear boundaries of
terrain on a given height. To draw the boundary
of terrain, construct a uniform grid of nodes in
the 2D space. Choose the distance between
nodes not smaller than the minimal turn radius
R of an aircraft. This guarantees the feasibility
of terrain clearance on the boundary. We say
that a node is boundary, if the set of its adjacent
nodes includes admissible and inadmissible
nodes. By connecting adjacent nodes through
edges, one easily gets the boundaries of terrain.
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Step 2. Smoothing of terrain boundaries.
Generally, the boundaries generated at Step 1
contain breaks. Figure 5 shows an example of
boundary smoothing. Add to the node set of the
path graph all points of breaks in smoothed
boundaries of terrain.
Step 3. Taking into account additional
obstacles. Flight paths (ergo, graph edges) must
not pass through “no-fly” zones.
Step 4. Taking into account the maneuvering
capabilities of an aircraft. Path graph
construction allows for the following aspect. In
the initial and end points, a “no-fly” zone is
represented by circles of radius R, which touch
the flight direction vector. Therefore, additional
nodes on these circles are introduced in the
graph to guarantee turning to a desired course at
the initial and end points of a route. These nodes
include:
—the contact points of a circle and its tangent
lines drawn from nodes on terrain boundaries (if
these lines do not intersect terrain);
—the contact points of the common tangent
lines of two circles (in the beginning and end of
a route), if these lines do not intersect terrain.
Step 5. Forming edges in the graph. Connect by
edges all pairs of visible nodes.
As a result, one adds edges connecting:
- the initial node with all nodes visible
from it;
- each end node with all nodes visible
from it;
- all pairs of visible nodes belonging to
different boundaries.
Step 6. Constructing paths. Search for shortest
paths from the initial node to the end nodes in
the graph.

Figure 5 Smoothing of prohibited areas due to
terrain conflicts

3 Virtual Flight Organization with On-board
Mathematical Model and Trajectories
Analysis
The general scheme of virtual flights
organization with on-board mathematical model
and trajectories analysis is presented in figure 6.
Flight path generator, described above creates
acceptable trajectories that are inputs to onboard mathematical model to fly along them. It
is necessary to calculate normal and tangential
accelerations in stability axes and bank angle
along trajectory basing on its parameters in
ground axes. Then these parameters are used as
inputs of trajectory control subsystem to follow
trajectory under consideration. This system
operation principles are similar to autopilot and
auto thrust control laws, but it operates in all
flight envelopes, including limit one. To provide
high accuracy of trajectory following the system
uses filtering of input signal to provide desirable
phase lead and trajectory back loops. Command
signals are known function of time and it is
possible to use lead filter to compensate time
lag of airplane time responses. This procedure
improve considerably math. model following of
input trajectories (accuracy and time responses
– see figure 7). Nevertheless, it is impossible to
avoid errors growth in open loop operation.
Trajectory loopback makes it possible to solve
this problem (see figure 7). One can see, that
model effectively follow trajectory without time
delay and with accuracy high enough. Similar
approach is used for lateral motion.
When trajectory following problem is solved
there appears another one – to analyze their
possibility and effectiveness. It is necessary to
develop criteria to make decision if trajectory is
possible or not. It depends on the following
events (figure 4):
- mathematical model of airplane follow
trajectory with acceptable accuracy
without exit from normal, operating and
limit flight envelopes;
- flight parameters are inside flight
envelope, but airplane can’t follow
command trajectory - accuracy is not
acceptable;
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-

flight parameters are inside flight
envelope, but airplane has conflict with
terrain;
- flight parameters are out limit flight
envelope.
It is necessary to note, that modern fly-by-wire
control system includes effective tools of flight
envelope protection to avoid violation of limit
flight envelope border. Hence, main criterion of
trajectory impossibility in limit flight envelope
is high difference (above prescribed thresholds)
between command and actual trajectories.
Additionally, it is necessary to note, that flight
parameters limiters are implemented in primary
control system. Back-up control system uses
simple control laws without limiters and exit
from limit flight envelope can take place. To
provide high effectiveness of on-board model of
airplane it is necessary to take into account state
of the airplane and control system
reconfiguration.
4 Modeling of trajectory safety system
operation
Main purpose of trajectory safety system is
considerable decrease of CFIT risk. To analyze
effectiveness of this system we will consider
scenario with airplane initial trajectory that has
conflict with terrain (figure 8). System should
detect this conflict and generate trajectories to
resolve conflict (figure 8), analyze their
possibility and effectiveness and select the most
acceptable one to form and present appropriate
recommendation to pilots. Let’s consider results
of analysis of virtual flights along these
trajectories.
Trajectory 1. It is initial trajectory of ~50sec
duration, that ends by collision with terrain.
Trajectory 2. It is one of the trajectories
generated for terrain conflict resolution. Results
of virtual flight along this trajectory are
presented in figure 9. This trajectory can be
executed with acceptable accuracy and without
time delays due to lead filtering of command
signal and loopback correction of trajectory
following command signal to provide high
accuracy. To follow this trajectory airplane
should have normal g-factor ny~1.4, i.e. airplane

is out of the normal flight envelope, but inside
in the operating one.
Trajectory 3. The trajectory is generated to
resolve conflict and avoiding action is to fly to
left and nose up (see figure 8). Virtual flight
results are presented in figure 10. To follow this
trajectory airplane should exceed maximal angle
of attack to get command normal g-factor. It can
be easily explained by decrease of speed due to
airplane deceleration during climbing flight with
constant thrust lever. However, angle of attack
limiter doesn’t allow airplane to exceed
maximal angle of attack. Due to this reason
actual trajectory of airplane becomes below
command one. When difference between actual
and command trajectories exceeds prescribed
level, the system concludes that airplane can’t
follow command trajectory, stops the simulation
of virtual flight along trajectory and trajectory is
considered as impossible.
Trajectory 4. The trajectory is generated to
resolve conflict and avoiding action is to fly to
right (see figure 8). Preliminary analysis shows
this trajectory is inside normal flight envelope.
That can be confirmed by the results of virtual
flight modeling with the use of airplane
mathematical model. Parameters are inside
normal flight envelope.
As a general result we can conclude, that two of
three trajectories can be execuated. After
analysis of possible conflicts of these
trajectories with weather and traffic system
selects the most acceptable trajectory to form
and present recommendations for aircrew to
follow this trajectory.

Figure 6. General approach to generate and
analyse trajectories with airplane mathematical
model
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Figure 7. Parameters of command trajectory
following by airplane mathematical model.
There are lead filter of command signal and
back loops to correct trajectory.

Figure 9 Parameters of virtual flight along
trajectory № 2. Trajectory can be realized in
operational flight envelope with increased thrust

Figure 8. An initial flight path and trajectories to
resolve terrain conflict

Figure 10 Parameters of virtual flight along
trajectory № 3. Trajectory can’t be realized due
to angle of attack limiter operation
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